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A Maya book is called a codex or codices for more than one. Writing in the form of pictograms covered both
sides of the strip. Here is a list of the 19 Maya months in the Haab' calendar: Pop. Some calmecacs invited
commoner children to train as scribes if they were highly talented, but most scribes were nobles. The next
number was eight thousand, shown as a bag of copal incense. The Aztec Empire, as with many empires,
required a great deal of paperwork: keeping track of taxes and tribute paid, recording the events of the year
both great and small, genealogies of the ruling class, divinations and prophecies, temple business, lawsuits and
court proceedings and property lists with maps, ownership, borders, rivers and fields noted. As basic as this
seems, even adult beginners are going to need to start here so dedicate plenty of time to it. As one commenter
suggested, you can even change the worksheet, for example the images, to better suit your class so there is
really no reason to have to start from scratch. The alphabet is a topic that must be covered thoroughly with
elementary students of any age. The strip was folded like a concertina or a map. Only 15 pre-Columbian
Mesoamerican codices survive todayâ€”none of them Aztec, but from other cultures of about the same time.
In Mayan hieroglyphics, they used symbols also called glyphs to represent words, sounds, or objects. After the
Spanish conquest, codex painters worked with the priests recording the details of Aztec life. Every 5 numbers
they added another bar. Of all the ancient American civilizations, the Maya developed one of the most
advanced systems of writing and numbers. If you are looking for something else please check out the other
available worksheets and feel free to share your worksheets too. They were highly trained in the calmecacs,
the advanced schools of the noble class. All of this official work required the scribes of the Aztecsâ€”the
codex painters. This printable alphabet worksheet helps students practice upper and lowercase letters as well
as sounds. Their writing looks similar to the ancient Egyptians , but is actually quite different. These sheets
were folded up like an accordion to make books. See below for an example of how the Maya wrote the
numbers 0 to  Merchants needed scribes to keep accounts of all their trades and profits. You never really finish
with the alphabet but once students are comfortable with this material, they will be ready to move on to
learning vocabulary, numbers, and even forming simple sentences. Only elementary learners spend a
significant amount of time learning the alphabet but these lessons are really important and will help them
succeed later on. Four hundred was depicted by the symbol of a feather or fir tree. It can be a real pleasure to
see students grow and this is most evident when covering basic topics such as this one. Everyone has to start
somewhere and since letters are the building blocks of the language, the alphabet is the perfect place to begin.
Numbers up to twenty were represented by dots. Only the wealthy Maya became priests and learned to read
and write. If students are not familiar with the Latin alphabet, this will take a while and they will need to
practice writing each letter too. For example, one tribute page might show 15 dots and a feather, followed by a
pictogram of a shield, which meant that the province sent shields to the emperor. With these simple symbols,
the Aztecs counted all their tribute and trade. The solar calendar, or Haab', had 18 months of 20 days each.
The number zero was written with a symbol that looked like a shell. Maya Numbers by Ducksters Calendar
The Maya had two kinds of calendars, a religious calendar called the Tzolk'in and a solar calendar called the
Haab'. They wrote on long sheets of paper made from bark or leather. To understand pictography, one must
either understand the cultural conventions or the graphic symbol must resemble a physical object. A flag
represented twenty, which could be repeated as often as needed. However, hundreds of colonial-era codices
surviveâ€”those that carry the art of the tlacuilo codex painters but with Nahuatl and Spanish written
commentary or description. A bar represented the number 5. One hundred, for instance, was five flags.


